THE ADVENTURES OF BANANA GUY

BY DAWSON KAHL
THE EVIL TOOTH FAIRY’S PLAN...

Late one night the Evil Tooth Fairy screeched, “I want teeth—lots of teeth. teeth. teeth!”

EACH NIGHT THE EVIL TOOTH FAIRY WENT OUT TO COLLECT THE BABY TEETH OF THE SLEEPING CHILDREN
She then sprayed the teeth with a mysterious potion and kept them in a cold jar. The teeth turned into evil creatures.

Her plan was to make an army of evil teeth to destroy the aliens on other planets! She wanted to rule the solar system. **EEE-YOU!**

---

**THE SPRAYED TEETH WERE KEPT IN A VERY COLD JAR. BRRRRRRRRRRR!**
HER PLAN BEGINS...

Several months later the tooth jar was full. So, the Evil Tooth Fairy screeched, “All is ready to conquer the aliens.”

THE EVIL TOOTH FAIRY AND HER EVIL TEETH ZOOM TO OUTER SPACE. WHOOOOSH!
A PROBLEM...BANANA GUY!

Her spaceship flew above the diamond mansion where the famous Superhero Banana Guy lived.

With his super vision, Banana Guy spotted the spaceship. And with his super hearing, he heard their plot.

He heard one evil tooth cackle to the Evil Fairy, "We will destroy the aliens! No one can stop us."

"Whaat planet should we destroy first?" asked the Tooth Fairy. One tooth chattered, "Let's go to Uranus, the coldest planet."

"Mah-ha-ha," laughed the Evil Tooth Fairy.
Banana Guy flew out of his mansion.

SUPERHERO BANANA GUY SAID, "THEIR EVIL PLAN NEEDS TO BE STOPPED."
His super-fast blue spaceship took off like a hurricane.

FLY, BANANA GUY, FLY TO URANUS—THE ICE GIANT!
LATER, BOTH SPACESHIPS LANDED ON THE ICY LAYERS OF URANUS. CRAAAAKKKK!
THE BATTLE...

The angry, cold Tooth Fairy leaped out of her spaceship. She shrieked to her army of evil teeth, “GOOOOOOO. Get that yellow banana!”

“AGHHH!” THE COLD EVIL TEETH SCREAMED AS THEY TRIED TO GET AWAY FROM BANANA GUY.
Banana Guy uncovered his secret weapon--shing claws!

THE SHING CLAWS QUICKLY DESTROYED THE TOOTH MINIONS. SHAZAM!
**OH, NO**—the Evil Tooth Fairy unleashed her secret weapon—a magic wand.

THE TOOTH FAIRY ZAPPED BANANA GUY WITH HER WAND
HER PLAN ENDS...

Banana Guy avoided her zaps. But then her wand zapped his head. Oh, No! Wake up, Banana Guy!

When he awoke, he yelled as he circled above her, "Evil Tooth Fairy, now it's time to destroy you!"

He flew after the Tooth Fairy with his shing claws. Then he threw her all the way to ---Pluto. When she crashed on Pluto, there was a nuclear explosion.

BOOM!
YAY! FOR BANANA GUY!

He destroyed the Evil Tooth Fairy--so no more teeth jars. He freed the aliens on Uranus.

Once again, he saved the day or should we say—the solar system?

BANANA GUY IS THE SUPERHERO OF THE HAPPY ALIENS!